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Abstract: This article introduces some theories that try to solve the dilemma the ticking

time bomb brings out and their different methodologies on ticking time torture. As that the

definition of torture and time bomb are the prerequisites of those theories, the definition of

torture under the international law will be examined, as well as the conditions of the ticking

time bomb. Finally, it is concluded that although the three theories seem to be in conflict

with each other in normative sense, each of them explores the dilemma from different

levels.
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Introduction

Although there are a lot of international conventions and domestic rules which strictly

prohibit torturing, torture is a controversial topic worldwide and attracts discussion from many

prominent scholars. Among them prestigious western legal experts, especially those in the U.S.,

devote substantial time and energy to the study of torture to solve the problem in reality after

“911”in 2001. As“The events of September 11, 2001 changed so many things and so many lives

in the United States”1, which affected broadly on the psyche of Americans as well as the theories

on torture, the United States Bill of Rights, therefore, forbids cruel and unusual punishment. The

court of appeals in the U.S. in a case also ruled that deliberate torture perpetrated by a person

invested with official authority was a violation universally accepted human rights norms,

regardless of the nationality of the parties2. However, a quiz done in an ethics class in a university

less than one week after the 911 shows that many students favored “executeon sight”and

“torture them”. As it is a sharp change of the attitude on torture in America, lots of American

legal experts write many papers on torture, trying to give a reasonable explanation of the torture.

1 Marcy Strauss, Torture, 48N.Y.L.Sch.L.Rev (2003-2004):201.
2 Filartiga v. Pena-Irala, Court of Appeals (2nd Circuit), 30 June 1980.
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Consequently, the hypothesis of ticking time bomb scenario has become real. The tick-bomb

torture or torture to gather information, which becomes Achilles' heel of traditional theory of

torture, has developed into the central part of the study.

This essay aims at introducing some theories on torture, analyzing the central dispute of

those theories, and trying to answer the question that whether any of those theories on torture

conflicts with each other. Accordingly, the article is divided into four parts. First of all, it starts

with the annoying topic - what is torture. Much of this part revolves around the definition of

torture, mainly around the 1984 Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or

Degrading Treatment of Punishment (which will be referred to hereinafter as“the Convention”).

The second part is to explore the conditions of the ticking time bomb which affect the

development of the theories on torture, and that what kind of dilemma we face in the ticking

time bomb scenario. Is the ticking time bomb a real problem or just a hypothesis made up by the

theorists? In the third part, the theories on tick bomb torture will be generalized into three

paradigms. Furthermore, intensive emphasis will be put on summarizing the focus of their

disputes and pointing out how three patterns prove, which shall give us deep reflection as well. In

the last part, it is concluded that the three paradigms in fact do not conflict with each other and

no theory is superior to any other. The difference of the paradigms consists in the way they

demonstrate, namely their methodologies.

I. The Definition of Torture

Art1 (1) of The Convention attempts to give a definition of torture:

The term “torture”means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or

mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or third

person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed

or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any

reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the

instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an

official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to

lawful sanctions.

The definition particularly refers to the intentional infliction of severe pain. It draws a line

between the objective elements and other subjective elements. This definition, which is
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characteristic of its substantive standard, embraces two dimensions. Firstly, the definition limits

its applicability in several ways: (1) torture cannot be committed by omission as the definition is

limited toan “act”; (2) the torturer must be a public officer; (3) the victim of the torture must be

a human being; (4) the subjectivity of torturer must be intentional. Secondly, the definition has

some explicit loopholes which make it open-ended. It is not limited solely to the four purposes

listed in article 1(1), namely obtaining information, obtaining confessions, punishing and

intimidating or coercing3. Although some put it that the definition provided by the Convention

supplies more questions than answer4, the definition of the Convention is clear enough to help us

understand that what torture is in general. In this article, the word “torture”is used as generic

term when a more precise definition is not necessary.

II. The Ticking Time Bomb

As the international laws give an absolute ban on torture5, it seems that torture is a kind of

barbarism and should have no place in a civilize society6. Dershowitz acknowledges that torture

has been off the agenda of civilized discourse for so many centuries that it is a subject reserved

largely for historians rather than contemporary moralists7. However, the tragedy of the events of

911 revived the old discussion regarding the possible justification for torture, especially under the

exceptional circumstances as described as ticking time bomb scenario where a suspect is believed

to have planted a ticking time bomb or know the information about the time bomb, which will

kill many innocent lives if it is not defused. The ticking time bomb scenario has many versions. At

the beginning, it was first introduced in Jean Lartetuy’s 1960 novel Les Centurions8 as a

hypothesis theory, which was built at the basis of the following conditions:

(1) The evidence in support of the contention that he has the relevant information would

satisfy the requirements of evidence for convicting him of an offence.

(2) There are reasonable grounds for believing that he is likely to tell the truth if severe

torture is threatened, and, necessary, applied to him.

(3) There are reasonable grounds for believing that no other means would have the effect of

3 DR.Mohammed Saif-alden Wattad, The Torturing Debate on Torture,29 N.lll.u.l.Rev. (2008-2009):11-12.
4 Id,11-12.
5 Such as The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the United Nations Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman.
6 William Safire, Seizing Dictatorial Power, N.Y.TIMES, Nov.15(2001): 31.
7 Alan M. Dershowitz, Why Terrorism Works: Understand the Threat, Responding to the Challenge (2002) :132.
8 Jane Mayer, Whatever It Takes, New York, Feb. 19, 2007.
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compelling him to tell the truth.

(4)There are grounds for believing that if the information is obtained quickly, there is a good

chance of defusing the bomb before it goes off.

(5) There are reasonable grounds for believing that the likely damage to be caused by the

bomb will include death of many citizens, the maiming of others, including the infliction of much

more severe pain on others with much more lasting effect than will be the effect of the infliction

of torture on the person who has been captured;

(6) There are reasonable grounds for believing that the torturing will not have consequences

which would be worse than the damage likely to result from the bomb going off9.

The ticking time bomb example is frequently used to justify the use of torture while its

terms can be taken either as setting the bar too high to justify any actual torture or alternatively

as opening the door to torture in other cases10.

Considering the serious consequences it may bring like the events of 911, causing thousands

of death in minutes, presumably everyone thinks that torture is permitted in the ticking time

bomb case. However, we might still ask why? Even if there is a near universal intuition that

torture is permissible in this case, what could it possibly have to do with more general questions

as to the permission of torture11?

Before looking into the moral questions and legal questions the ticking time bomb involves,

three theories on torture will be introduced first, each of which has great impact on the torture

theory development.

III.Three Paradigms on Torture

The debate over the moral and legal nature of the prohibition on torture has waged along

three lines, namely, three paradigms.

A. An Absolute Ban on Torture

Absolutists believe that an unconditional ban on torture ought to apply without exception

regardless of the circumstances12. The reasons of supporting an absolute ban on torture could be

9 WL Twining , Bentham on Torture, 24N.Rr.L.Q(1973):346-347.
10 John kleining, Ticking Bombs and Torture Warrants, 10Deakin L.Rev (2005):614.
11 Fritz Allhoff, A Defense of Torture, International Journal of Applied Philosophy (2005):246.
12 Oren Gross, Are Torture Warrants Warranted? Pragmatic absolutism and Official Disobedience,88Minn.L.Rev
(2003-2004):1492
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divided into two levels. Firstly, from the absolutist view of morality, torture is intrinsically wrong13.

Torture violates the physical and mental integrity of the person subject to it, negates her

autonomy, and deprives her of human dignity14. It reduces her to a mere object, a body from

which information is to be extracted; it coerces her to act in a manner that may be contrary to

her most fundamental beliefs, values, and interests, depriving her of any choice and controlling

her voice15. Generally speaking, the absolutists could say that torture is absolutely forbidden

because rights are inviolable. We may not violate some rights even if such a violation will

engender fewer overall rights violations16. Moreover, torture is an evil that can never be justified

or excused. Under no circumstances should the resort to torture be morally acceptable or legally

permissible. And the wrongfulness of torture and possible good consequences are

incommensurable. They cannot be measured by any common currency and therefore cannot be

compared, or balanced, one against the other17. Secondly, from the perspective of legality,

humane treatment of all detainees is indisputably required by international laws, be it

international humanitarian law and international human rights laws.

International humanitarian law

Article 17 of the third Geneva Convention on the Protection of Prisoners of War18 provides

that:

No physical or mental torture, nor any other form of coercion, may be inflicted on prisoners

of war to secure from them information of any kind whatever. Prisoners of war who refuse to

answer may not be threatened, insulted or exposed to any unpleasant or disadvantageous

treatment of any kind.

Article 32 of the fourth Geneva Convention on the Protection of civilian Persons19 stipulates

that:

The High Contracting Parties specifically agree that each of them is prohibited from taking

13 Michael S. Moore, Torture and the Balance of Evils, 23ISR.L.REV(1989): 297-98.
14 Mordechai Kremnitzer, The Landau Commission Report---Was the Security Service Subordinated to the Law, or
the Law to the “Needs”of the Security Service? 23ISR.L.REV.(1989): 216,248.
15 Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World(1985):27-59,35-36.
16 Supra note 11, 249.
17 Maritti Kosekenniemi, From Apology to Utopia theStructure of International Legal Argument, (1989): 790.
18 Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoner of War art. 17, Aug. 12, 1949,6 U.S.T.3316,75
U.N.T.S.135
19 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War art.49, Aug.12,1949,6
U.S.T.3516,75 U.N.T.S.287.
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any measure of such a character as to cause the physical suffering or extermination of protected

persons in their hands. This prohibition applies not only to murder, torture, corporal punishment,

mutilation and medical or scientific experiments not necessitated by the medical treatment of a

protected person, but also to any other measures of brutality whether applied by civilian or

military agents.

Meanwhile, the first Geneva Convention20common to all the Geneva Conventions requires

persons taking no active part in hostilities, including...detention...shall in all circumstances be

treated humanely.

International human rights laws

Article 5 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that:

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment. The same prohibition is also stipulated in the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights and the European Convention on Human Rights. And none of the provisions can

be derogated from, even in time of war or other public emergency threatening the life of the

nation21.

In addition, the United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman

extends that protection further in Article 2, stating that no exceptional circumstances whatsoever,

whether a state of war of a threat of war, internal political instability or any other public

emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture.

Further, Article 16 of the Degrading Treatment or Punishment also prohibits the use of

torture provides that:

Each State Party shall undertake to prevent in any territory under its jurisdiction other acts

of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment which do not amount to torture as

defined in article 1, when such acts are committed by or at the instigation of or with the consent

or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.

The international prohibition against torture is absolute and unwavering and it is considered

to be a fixture of customary international law22. The prohibition overrides state sovereignty and

20 Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field
art.12, Aug.12, 1949, 6 U.S.T.3314, 75 U.N.T.S.31.
21 Nigel S.Rodley, The Prohibition of Torture: Absolute Means Absolute, 34Denv.J.Int’IL.&Pol’y(2006):152.
22 Sanford Levinson, Precommitment and Postcommitment: The Ban on Torture in the Wake of September
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therefore is binding upon states even absent their consent23.

B. A Conditional Ban on Torture

Those who like Dershowitz claim that use of torture may be justified in certain exceptional

circumstances, rejecting arguments in support of an absolute ban on torture. “Torture Warrant”

theory is based on two assumptions:

First, he argues that there are circumstances when interrogation techniques that amount to

torture may be used. Under such circumstances the use of torture is both morally and legally

justified24.Second, we should control and limit the use of torture by the means of a warrant or

some other mechanism of accountability25, as prerequisite to torturing suspected terrorists in

interrogations.

Those who are in support of a conditional ban are consequentialists, mostly of the utilitarian

flavor comparing costs and benefits on a case-by-case basis26.

The rationale of consequentialists is that torturing one person may be justified when it is

necessary to save the lives of many innocent persons who would otherwise meet a certain death.

As Dershowitz puts it:

The simple cost-benefit analysis for employing such nonlethal torture seems overwhelming:

it is surely better to inflict nonlethal pain on one guilty terrorist who is illegally withholding

information needed to prevent an act of terrorism than to permit a large number of innocent

victims to die. Pain is lesser and more remediable harm than death; and the lives of a thousand

innocent people should be valued more than the bodily integrity of one guilty person27.

C. Pragmatic Absolutism

Gross holds the view that the debate about the moral and legal nature of the prohibition on

torture has followed the fault lines separating absolutists and consequentialists. Gross supports

an absolute ban on torture while at the same time, arguing that certain extreme circumstances

must not be brushed aside as hypothetical, or as morally or legally irrelevant28. Gross argues that

11,TEX.L.Rev(2002-2003) :2013, 2017.
23 Kate Kovarovic, Our “Jack Bauer”Culture: Eliminating the Ticking Time Bomb Exception to Torture, Florida
Journal of International Law(2010): 266.
24 Supra note 7,142-149.
25 Alan M. Dershowitz,Torture reasoning [article online].[revised 2012 June 10; cited 2012 June 8]. Obtainable
from: http://www.pbs.org/inthebalance/pdf/dershowitz-tortured-reasoning.pdf.
26 Supra note 12,1497.
27 Supra note7, 144.
28 Supra note12, 1487-1489.
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absolutist arguments are not sufficient enough to favor an absolute ban and favoring an absolute

ban on torture and it needs addition in pragmatic or instrumental reasons29. He lists some

instrumental arguments in support of an absolute ban on torture30:

(1) Setting general policy, accommodating exceptional cases.

Designing general rules and policies is different from ignoring completely truly catastrophic

cases which should not be constructed around exceptional cases.

(2) Symbolism, myths and education.

A categorical legal prohibition on torture is desirable to uphold the symbolism of human

dignity and the inviolability of the human body. And there is independent value in upholding the

myth that an absolute ban exists by noticing that fundamental rights and values are not forsaken,

whatever the circumstances and that cries of national security, emergency and the catastrophe

do not trump fundamental liberties. Furthermore, the moral, political, social and legal

condemnation to torture is, in turn directed both inward and outward constituency.

(3) Strategy of resistance.

If government needs the rush to torture practices, the absolutist position constrains the use

of torture as it imposes moral inhibitions on government officials.

(4) The imbalance of balancing.

In the context of preventive interrogational torture, any balancing act is going to be factually

difficult to conduct and subject to inherent biases that would result in more rather than less

torture.

(5) Slippery slopes.

As the individuals are character of tending to engage in acts of interrogational torture,

allowing the use of preventive interrogational torture in exceptional cases may result in torture

abuse, which will make the morality grounds slippery.

(6) Identity of those subject to torture.

While we may have some benefits deriving from torture, like security of the state, the

government may impose too much cost on the group of people who are link to the torture,

including suspicious and their families or other relative people.

29 Supra note12,1491.
30 Supra note12,1501.
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IV. The Focus of the Debate

To have in-depth analysis of the three paradigms above, the focus of the debate and their

arguments will be generalized.

A. Is the ticking time bomb a hypothesis or a threat in the real life?

As mentioned above, the ticking time bomb is a hypothesis rather a real event in the life at

beginning. And there are two totally controversial conceptions on the nature of the ticking time

bomb scenario.

The first one is that ticking bomb is not just hypothesis but real events, which in fact have

happened in Philippines, in Israel, In Germany and in the United States31.

The other one is that ticking bomb scenario is just hypothesis32 and cheats its way around

these difficulties by stipulating that the bomb is there, ticking away, and that official know it and

know they have the man who planted. Such hypotheticals raise many questions:

(1) To what extent we are sure that there is a bomb?

(2) To what extent we are sure that the terrorist knows the location of the bomb?

(3) How could we get the information from the terrorist? Torture him? How much? For

weeks? For months? How many probabilities we have to get information by torturing him?

(4) Could we make the torture decision just by calculating the numbers? Whether saving a

hundred innocent lives are sufficient enough to torture someone?

(5) How we find the one who knows the information hiding in a group of people? Torture

them all?

Although the hypothesis sets the bar too high to justify any actual torture as we have put it,

we cannot deny that there is possibility to gather information to find hidden ticking bomb to save

many innocent lives. However, as the doubts we have brought out, there is no certainty of that -

is there a bomb hidden somewhere and the explosion will result in thousands of death, is there a

person know the place where the ticking time bomb place, whether we can gather information

which will save thousands of innocent lives by torturing, etc... Where there are so many doubts

on the reality of ticking time bomb, there are the same number of counter-doubts to response.

So the debate on the reality of ticking time bomb is worthless. As human beings, we are not

31 Supra note 7,137.
32 Supra note 1, 265-266; David Luban, Liberalism, Torture, and the Ticking Bomb, 91 Va. L. Rev (2005) :1442-
1444.
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cold-hearted and we cannot ignore the message that there is ticking time bomb hidden

somewhere. What really matters is that how to judge the reality of the message and if the

message is real at a large scale, whether we gather information by torturing. As long as there

exists the possibility that ticking time bomb may happen, it is worth of our time and energy to

think over it until we think out some efficient and reasonable method to resolve the problems.

And we cannot try to evade the classic hypothetical case of ticking bomb by asserting that this

hypothetical, almost certainly, will never happen.33

B.Is torture the only way to handle the ticking time bomb

This question involves the definition of torture. According to the definition of torture,

cheating is not a kind of torture. If we will have the same result by cheating the detainee, there is

no reason to gather information by torture. So the way we gather information is another critical

problem we have to confront or who has the power to make a torture decision, the interrogator

in government or the judge or other entity?

As Dershowitz puts it, if torture is going to occur anyway, it is better that it occur above

rather than below the radar screen so that we may know what is being done in our name. To the

extent torture occurs, it should occur under court and medical supervision. And that, he believes,

will minimize both its occurrence and severity34. The rationale of the torture warrant is to require

a warrant or judicial warrant as a precondition to the infliction of any type of torture under any

circumstance. In other words, Dershowitz insists that we should accommodate our governing

laws to torture practices and who has the power to make a torture decision is decided by law, not

by the subjective judgment by soldiers or governmental official, which is illegal and wrong35.

Moreover, the framers of Forth amendment opted for judicial check on the discretion of the

police by requiring a search warrant in most cases. As the Justice Jackson puts it, its protection

consists in requiring that those inferences be drawn by a neutral and detached magistrate instead

of being judged by the office engaged in the often-competitive enterprise of ferreting out

crime36.

C. Could the torture warrant limit and control ticking time bomb?

33 supra note 1,272.
34 supra note 7, 158-159.
35 Alan M. Dershowitz, The Torture Warrant :A Response to Professor Strauss, 48 N. Y. L. Sch. L. Rev (2003-2004):
293-294.
36 Johnson v. United States, 333 U.S. 10.13-14(1948)
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Dershowitz believes that a warrant requirement, if properly enforced, would probably

reduce the frequency, severity and duration of torture, as a warrant requirement simply imposes

an additional level of prior review37. However, Strauss considers that a warrant requirement

would do little to control the use of torture. On the contrary, a warrant procedure likely would be

an invitation to the increasing use of torture. The reasons are as follows:

(1) Officers were insulated from any liability by a warrant. Officers would have nothing to

lose by requesting such a warrant, and there is a significant possibility that some judges would

grant such a request.

(2) A warrant requirement would do little in providing oversight to the process of torturing

for obtaining a warrant would be conducted in secret.

(3) Since there would be exceptions to such a requirement undoubtedly, a warrant

requirement would do little to cabin the use of torture38.

And the warrant requirement also has been subject to several important exceptions. These

exceptions usually apply when obtaining a warrant is impracticable under specific circumstances.

In such special cases, warrantless searches would still be deemed constitutional39.

V. Conclusion

The three theories on torture seems to be in conflict with each other for each of them

holding a different view about the questions above. However, their difference consists in the

methodology. In fact, we could incorporate the third paradigm, pragmatic absolutism into the

first paradigm, for both of them are in support of an absolute ban on torture. The methodology

of the absolutism is normative. The main reason why we should prohibit torture absolutely is that

torture is incompatible with our values. The normative methodology distinguishes what it is and

what it should be and it emphasizes the later. It believes that there is a higher moral law above

the world we are living, which represents good. The moral law judges what is good and what is

wrong of our behavior in our daily life. Obtaining the moral law, we could correct our

shortcomings to a good society. Aristotle puts it concisely, as human beings, we are different from

animals, and we are not satisfied with good food and clothing, rather, we are in pursuit of decent

life and good in our society. And the absolutism opposes torture in normative sense. According to

37 supra note 35, 281.
38 supra note 1, 272.
39 supra note 12,1536.
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the moral law, torture is injustice. And any good society will not allow any kind of torture.

The descriptive methodology, however, describes the behaviors in our daily life as it is. It

would not give any judgment to any behavior. The only target of the descriptive is to tell us the

original appearance of the world. There is torture in some countries or some districts in our world.

The description just tells us this fact. Actually, Dershowitz discusses torture from descriptive

perspective. He distinguishes his empirical observations (what he thinks should happen as a

matter of fact) with normative proposals (which he thinks should happen as a matter of morality).

He insists on deal with torture practices in real life. He strongly opposes to treat torture only as a

normative matter. And he agrees with absolutism in normative sense40.So absolutism does not

conflict with“torture warrant”in normative sense.

40 supra note 35,278.


